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As the dimensions of physical systems approach the nanoscale, the laws of thermodynamics must 
be reconsidered due to the increased importance of fluctuations and quantum effects. While the 
statistical mechanics of small classical systems is relatively well understood, the quantum case still 
poses challenges. Here, we set up a formalism that allows us to calculate the full probability 
distribution of energy exchanges between a periodically driven quantum system and a thermalized 
heat reservoir. The formalism combines Floquet theory with a generalized master equation 
approach. For a driven two- level system and in the long-time limit, we obtain a universal 
expression for the distribution, providing clear physical insight into the exchanged energy quanta. 
We illustrate our approach in two analytically solvable cases and discuss the differences in the 
corresponding distributions. Our predictions could be directly tested in a variety of systems, 
including optical cavities and solid-state devices. Particularly promising in this direction are the 
fast thermometry techniques recently developed in the group of Prof. J. Pekola [1]. 

 

Probability distribution of the dissipated energy 
for a driven two level system interacting with 
the environment. The purple and the blue 
distribution are for short and long time 
distribution, respectively. The energy is 
dissipated in triplet quanta corresponding to 
the multiple of the drive frequency and the 
energy gap of the system.  
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varianceof thedistribution dependson temperature, dueto thefact that ahigher-temperature
environment leadstostronger noiseeffects. Inpassing fromaresonant toared-detuneddrive,
thePDFshowsreducedaverageandvariancebecauseof thereductionof theenergy injectedin
thesystemthat can then bedissipated. Thistrend iscon rmed by thebehavior of thecentral
momentsof thePDFasafunction of , shown in panel (c). Themaximaof themomentsare
reached at resonance, i.e., when = 0.

Wenext consider thenoiseoperator = z. Inthiscase, (9) tellsthat themeanheat power
vanishesat DSS. Therefore, theheat dependscritically on theinitial statesinceit isdissipated
beforethereachingof theDSS. Theabsenceof anet heat owat DSSisduetothesymmetryof
theproblem, which forbidstransitionswith energy exchange and thereby causesthedrive
and the environment to be effectively decoupled [54]. The resulting GQME is formally
equivalent to that of an undriven system; its derivation can be found in appendix F. The
corresponding PDF reads
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and 0 otherwise. Figure2 (a) showsatypical timeevolution of thePDF asthe

systemreachesitsDSS. Figure2(b) showsthedependenceof the rst threecentral momentson
thedetuning , startingfromthegroundstateof theundrivensystem. If, by contrast, theinitial
stateisinacoherent superpositionof theundrivensystemeigenstates 0 and 1 , thenthedrive
phaseφalsoaffectstheheat distribution, dependingontheprojectionof theinitial stateontothe

Figure 1. Dissipated energy for transversecoupling. (a) PDF at = 80 (purple) and
= 700 (blue). Inset: Triplets at frequencies , and ± R. (b) Effect of

temperature and detuning on Q t( , . Temperature is changed from =T 0.1B to
=T 3B . Thedetuning ischanged from = 0.02 to = 0.3 . (c) Mean value ¯

(blue), varianceσ2 (purple) and skewnessκ (yellow) of thePDF as a function of the
detuning . For all panels, theinitial stateistheDSS, = 700, =g 0.1 , = 0.02 ,

= 0, =T 0.1B and = 0.0 .
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